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to make a mess of

diversity is the rule of nature

every drop fills the pitcher

to change colours

a rolling stone

to do away with

to give a deaf ear

to pull the string

God tempers the wind

fishy affair

path, part, pain, painter, pure, pit, peace,

piece, pitch, policy.
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Newspapers mirror the public view. They

provide solution to many social and

economic problems. It is through

newspapers that the politicians come to

know about the news and reviews of

others on certain policies of government

and political parties. Those interested in

sports learn about the latest happening in

sports. Newspapers also help jobseekers

in finding jobs of their choice and

preferences. A businessman comes to

know about the moods and trends of
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market through newspaper; besides the

economic development in various sectors

of the nation.

Indian Railways play a pivotal role in the

entire lower and upper middle class

sectoral travel segment. Among the

prevailing mode of travels, it is the most

economical mode of transport in India.

With a modest beginning in India from

1853, the Indian Railway has emerged

today as the main vehicle for the socio-

economic development of the country.

Indian Railway is a labour intensive

industry and employ over 1.5 million

people. As compared to Road transport,

Rail transportation has number of
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favourable characteristics. It is six times

more energy efficient and four times more

economical than road. Environmental

damage too is significantly lower in rail

transportation.
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